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JEM TECHNICAL APPOINTED FULL-LINE AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR FOR
STAUFF IN THE USA
Stauff’s comprehensive line of pipework components and hydraulic accessories
complements JEM’s hydraulic and electronic component offer.
Orono, MN - JEM Technical, Inc. announces that Stauff has appointed JEM Technical as a full-line
authorized distributor of their pipework and hydraulic accessory product lines in The United States. The
addition of Stauff products will complement JEM’s already diverse product offerings by providing
complete systems integration solutions of hydraulic circuits for mobile vehicle and industrial
applications.
The Stauff Group, headquartered in Germany, is a global manufacturer of hydraulic and pipework
products for mobile and industrial hydraulic machinery applications. With over 50,000 products and
1,400 employees around the world, Stauff is a global powerhouse when it comes to hydraulic accessory
products.
“We are delighted to partner with JEM Technical to represent Stauff products in The United States,” says
Jeff Behling, CEO of Stauff Americas. “Their technical expertise and reputation in the mobile hydraulic
distributor category in the off-highway vehicle market is outstanding. We look forward to working
together to grow accessory business opportunities.”
JEM Technical, headquartered in Orono, MN, services its clients out of 75,000 square feet of
manufacturing, assembly, and warehouse facilities with dozens of well-known global manufacturers of
hydraulic components. With trained and experience professionals, JEM services The United States and
Canada with comprehensive hydraulic circuit solutions.
“Stauff products complement our already comprehensive product line in the fluid power industry and
give us an advantage of offering more complete systems integration solutions for our customers,” said
Andrea Tysdal, president of JEM Technical. “We look forward to working with Stauff and their team of
professionals, which are committed to quality parts and service.”

Stauff product offerings include Pipe, Tube & Hose Clamps, Hydraulic Tube Connectors, SAE Flanges &
Gear Pump Flanges, Hydraulic Hose Connectors, Hydraulic Quick Couplers, Ball Valves & Flow Control
Valves, Diagnostic Test Points & Test Hoses, Testing, Analysis & Display Devices, Filter Housings & Filter
Elements, Hydraulic Tank Components, Custom-Designed Special Solutions, and Ready-to-Install
Hydraulic Lines.
About JEM Technical, Inc.
JEM Technical is a fluid power systems integrator for original equipment manufacturers and industrial
applications. JEM designs and manufactures custom valve manifolds that include industry leading
cartridge valves and electronics which are also available independently through authorized distribution
territories in The United States and Canada.
The fluid power and motion control experts at JEM Technical have the knowledge and expertise to
improve the technology of your equipment to achieve maximum system efficiency.
For more information, visit www.jemtechnical.com
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